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Susan Miller is the 

Founder of Just 

Moved Ministry and a 

popular speaker and 

author.  

She has written 

several books about 

the spiritual and 

emotional impact of 

relocating, including her most popular, After 

the Boxes are Unpacked. 

Susan has been a guest on many radio and 

TV programs including Family Life Today, 

Focus on the Family, Trinity Broadcasting 

Network, National Public Radio, and Army 

Wife Talk Radio. 

Her down-to-earth and engaging style make 

her a popular speaker at women’s events, 

leadership conferences, and military Christian 

conferences. All are drawn to her practical 

message to trust Christ in the midst of 

change. Learn more at SusanMiller.org. 

 

 let go of the past. 

 rebuild hope. 

 trust God with the future. 

 be equipped to encourage family 

members. 

 reach out to the newcomer. 

 offer a place to belong and grow. 

 transform lives through the power of 

Jesus Christ. 

Helping churches, 
communities, 

and the military... 

Helping the uprooted... 

Hope 

uprooted 
for the  



 Referral to an After the Boxes Are 

Unpacked study group — online or in-

person. 

 Books by Susan Miller that address the 

unique needs of the uprooted family. 

 JustMoved.org — a vast source of practical 

help and spiritual renewal. 

 Weekly Words of Encouragement emails. 

 Free subscription to Bloom. 

 Prayer support and 

one-on-one 

reassurance via 

phone or email. 

Launched in 1995, Just 

Moved Ministry is a non-

profit, Christ-centered 

organization, committed to 

addressing the loneliness, 

disconnection, and loss of identity for women 

who have been uprooted by a move. Our 

resources and personal contact have guided 

thousands of women on a path to adapt, feel 

connected, and thrive after a move. 

Churches, seminaries, and military chapels 

around the world offer the After the Boxes Are 

Unpacked study in an effort to encourage and 

enfold newcomers. The study guides women 

through the emotional stages of a move, 

helps them become aware of opportunities for 

spiritual growth, and provides a rewarding way 

for them to connect in their new community. 

36 million in the U.S.  

and 1/3 of the military will 
move this year 

Resources for the uprooted 

 A proven and effective program to reach 

out to newcomers and lead them to Christ. 

 Operation Hope — donating Just Moved 

materials to military chapels. 

 Helpful resources to ease the stress of 

transfer or relocation of military, corporate, 

and missionary personnel and families. 

 After the Boxes Are Unpacked study 

materials and leader support. Two formats: 

teacher-led OR facilitator-led Video Series 

or online group. 

 Publicity for your study through our website 

and social media. 

 Support for church leaders in their desire to 

reach newcomers in their community. 

Resources for churches, military, 
and other organizations 

Who we are 
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Moving can be a welcome opportunity or a 

dreaded event. In either case, the mover 

faces tremendous change and the 

daunting task of starting over in a new 

place.  

The stress and loneliness of being torn 

from all that’s familiar can have a 

devastating emotional impact and put 

tremendous strain on relationships. 

Just Moved Ministry is the only organization 

dedicated solely to the emotional and 

spiritual growth of women and their 

families as they cope with a move.  

At a time when life is most unstable and the 

future unsure, women are eager to know 

that God is with them and will see them 

through all of life’s struggles. 


